
Your archipelago adventure awaits you!

experienceexperience
the Archipelagothe Archipelago

Experinece the Archipelago offers a perfect blend of relaxation and exploration,

captivating the senses and creating unforgettable memories. Pack your bags,

embrace the spirit of adventure, and get ready to experience the magic of these

captivating island chains. 

INCLUDED:
3 nights in different charming

accommodations 

Breakfast  

Linen

Boat transfer Turku-Seili-Nauvo

EXTRA SERVICES:

Bicycle rental

Electric bike rental

Kayak rental

Guided kayak tour

Tasting dinner on the last evening

PRICE: 270€ /pers

NOT INCLUDED:
Meals

Travel insurance

Not included



This trip takes you from the heart of Turku straight out to the beautiful archipelago.

The first sea voyage with the most beautiful archipelago views takes you and your

friends to the historic island of Seili. Here you can experience one of the

archipelago's most fascinating history and explore the exciting surroundings.
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The journey starts at the Aura river in Turku and takes you via the historic island of

Seili to the lively Nauvo, and then ends on the island of Korpo. The journey is best

done by bicycle, but can also be done by bus.

The Turku archipelago is best known for its ring roads and this trip gives a taste of

these, but with a slight twist.

GOOD TO KNOW
What do I need to

bring?

Duration

Group size

Language

Physical restrictions

Wind and weather resistant clothing, the weather can change

quickly in the archipelago.

Three nights

2-10 people

Swedish, Finnish and English

The trip is suitable for everyone.

The second day begins with a delicious breakfast in the hotel's courtyard, after

which a boat ride takes you to the bustling guest marina of Nagu. Here you will

stay at the charming hotel Lanterna. In Nagu you can experience the

archipelago's most popular and most lively atmospheres. Here you will find

restaurants, shops and attractions for many tastes.

The third day begins in the hotel garden, where a breakfast is enjoyed. Then it's

time to travel further along the archipelago's popular ring road to the unique

island of Korpo. In Korpo you can enjoy the tranquility of the archipelago.

Accommodation takes place in B&B Solvillan with its lovely retro atmosphere in a

beautiful setting. In Korpo you will find many activities such as kayak rental, boat

trips, fishing trips and many interesting cultural events.



Turku - Seili - Nauvo with boat transport.

Nauvo - Korpo with local buses or bicycle, 20 kmROUTE


